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INTEGRITY [in-teg-ri-tee]
Matthew Schneider
INTEGRITY: Noun
1. adherence to moral principles; honesty
2. the quality of being unimpaired; soundness
3. unity; wholeness

A

fter nearly three decades, Monroe Equipment has
made the decision to update and upgrade our public face. All of you are familiar with our old logo. The
cube. Top of the cube an M. Front of the cube an E. Side
of the cube a lower case i. The cube is surrounded by
stars. The design was created by the architect of our
building when we moved from Germantown to Menomonee Falls. At the time, we were known in the industry as being
a highly technical, engineering based, mixture between
factory rep and
distributor,
owned and operated by Professional Engineers. The imagery was designed to be architectural in nature, with strong ties to
geometry and science. At the time, it did a great job of
representing what Monroe Equipment was and much
kudos to Claude, Randy and Ron for providing the foundation for us to mature into what Monroe Equipment is
now.
The Monroe Equipment of 2017 is a more youthful, artistic, creative version of the cube. We are still captained
by a PE and our engineering group is as talented or
maybe even more talented than the previous versions,
but they are joined by tech school enrolled customer
service staff and a web designer that started his own
record label and a couple of hard charging, business savvy sales team members that sell strategy instead of thermostats. We still have a receptionist, not a computerized
“punch in your extension” telephone system that rockets
you quickly into a voicemail wasteland. Our counter
staff are the single best group in the country, hands
down. When I walk through the warehouse in the Falls,
the radio stations change from country one day, to alternative rock, to classic rock, to new age hip hop and the

guys work and communicate more like brothers than
coworkers. MEI of today is very much the same, but
infinitely different than the MEI of the cube. For that
reason, we felt we should chose a logo and statement
that represents us.
Rebranding by many has a negative connotation, but not
to us. It was an opportunity for us to hit the bullseye on
what we are really about. How would our co-workers
characterize what they believe in? How would we self
identify? There were tons of ideas, but in the end we all
agreed that “Distributing Integrity” was the best description.
1. adherence to moral principles; honesty
You will not find a more honest distributor. Sometimes
too
honest.
Brutally honest. Our pricing is honest.
You will NOT
find dozens of
different pricing structures
depending on
the dealer purchase volume
at MEI. Our
dealers have transparent, consistent, honest pricing –
period. Our sales staff works on the fundamental principle that we do not want to spend our valuable time together negotiating prices, when we could be setting
strategy and building businesses. Our consultation is
honest. I heard one of my sales team tell a group of
dealers the other day “Monroe Equipment does not pay
me to tell you what you want to hear. They pay me to
tell you what you need to know to reach your goals.”
Well said my friend. We are here to drive your business,
not drive boxes or market share. We will not spend
more time selling you advertising or marketing than we
will honing your sales process or building an equitable
succession plan, because we know that that would be
dishonest. We have principles and we operate in honesty, in an industry that operates not so much.
2. the quality of being unimpaired; soundness
We are not impaired by the ideals or demands of “big
manufacturing”. We set our course by what’s best for
our contractors not our stockholders. Our vision and
“INTEGRITY” Continued on page 2
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ANTICIPATED CODE CHANGES FOR SEPTEMBER
Allyse Panaro

I

n February, I attended the Wisconsin Commercial
Code Refresher course put on by the Department of
Safety & Professional Services and UW-Madison. Randy
Dahmen & Tom Westlund presented. This year’s code
refresher was not much different than years past, however
Randy Dahmen did mention some information in regards
to the upcoming code change that will affect HVAC contractors. The anticipated date for the new code to take
affect is September 1, 2017. All projects must be submitted or postmarked by the new code date, otherwise it will
need to meet the new code requirements. The following
is a brief list of some anticipated changes:
-Begin to follow IMC 2015 with any Wisconsinisms.
-Code will reference the Facility Guidelines Institutes
(FGI) Guidelines for Design 2014 edition
-WI SPS 64.0306 amendment which removes the requirement of guards when the installation consists of fans only
will now be removed. This means that if the roof pitch is
over 3/12 the equipment guards section will apply to any
exhaust fans installed as well. Guards will not be required
if a fall arresting system is installed.
-All condensate lines must be configured such that blockages
may be cleared without requiring the drain line to be cut.
-WI Ventilation Requirements table is to be modified
such that it no longer requires 2 cfm/sq. ft. and instead
has a cfm/shower head for both intermittent and continuous applications.
-Dryer venting will allow a booster fan as long as it is
listed and labeled to UL705 for use in dryer exhaust systems. IMC wording has been modified to allow dryer ex-

haust power ventilator manufacturer to provide the maximum length of exhaust duct allowed.
-In-line fans will be allowed serving commercial kitchen
hoods provided they are located in a room with the same
fire-resistance as the grease duct enclosure.
-Return air may not be recirculated between multiple dwelling
units no matter what equipment is serving them.
-Domestic kitchen hoods located in I-2 occupancies must
now be equipped with an automatic fire extinguishing
system recognized for protection of domestic cooking
equipment & requires a manual activation device.
-Hoistway venting section within the IBC ch. 30 has been
eliminated.
-Building commissioning requirements have been added
which includes a rigorous HVAC commissioning aspect.
As always, it is highly recommended that everyone attends the annual code refresher class to get an in-depth
knowledge of the codes for themselves, especially with
the upcoming code changes.
Please start letting building owners and prospective clients know about the code changes so that they can get
their plans finished up and submitted prior to the new
code. This will save them many headaches and any potential added cost from changing codes.
Contact Monroe’s Engineering department today to get
your new job scheduled to beat the last minute code
change rush!

“INTEGRITY” Continued from page 1

course is set by sound data, industry facts and consumer surveys, not perceptions or rationalizations. We believe in industry science, it is undisputable. We categorically denounce industry trends, invented and implemented by industry behemoths, that impair the ability of free and independent contractor professionals to maintain an industry that they can
pass down to their children and grandchildren. Monroe Equipment is the “Insurgent Distributor” – enough said.
3. unity; wholeness
Our contractor base has never been so unified. I am inspired daily by the generosity of our contractors to help their Armstrong Air brethren grow and profit. I am inspired by the willingness of our customers to share their successes and opportunities with Monroe Equipment. I am shocked by how many Armstrong Air Only (with some Concord for good measure)
dealers we gain every year. The wholeness of MEI is produced and kept together by the amazingness of our contractor base.
You are phenomenal and many of you are participating in an evolution of how contractors and distributors interact and partner with one another that will continue to insure our mutual success. My hat’s off to you, I am grateful.
Don’t be afraid of the rebrand. It does not represent a change from who you were as much as a focus on what you have
become. I am extremely proud of what Monroe Equipment has become and I am even more proud of many of our contractors who are changing the game as we know it. Many of you are “Contracting Integrity”!
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CALLING ALL RESIDENTIAL NEW CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS
Matthew Schneider

W

e all know that residential new construction is
a tough gig. Home builders are nothing but
professional buyers whose profits depend on how
much of your profit they can squeeze. The promise
of more work and less profit is often the business
strategy that the builders you work for are planning
for your business when they have all the consumer
interaction and the only thing flowing downstream is
base model homes with base model HVAC systems.
We have found that there are several ways to increase the possibility of profitable builder interactions. First of all and most importantly, you can insist on an opportunity to meet with the potential
home buyer to present upgrade options for their system. They are building a new home for goodness
sake, shouldn’t they have an opportunity to upgrade
their systems from a basic package. Second, you can
maximize every opportunity to elevate your sales by
including services that you may or may not be performing right now or may not be traditional HVAC
contractor responsibilities. Enter fireplaces...

Every new home is being installed with at least one
fireplace. For that matter, many if not all, multifamily projects are including fireplaces into their
apartment and condo dwellings. For a long time,
fireplace stores or fireplace specific contractors have
capitalized on these installations and built barriers to
the heating contractor to elevate his ticket price and
profits on new home construction. Not anymore!
Monroe Equipment is pleased to announce that we
are now the exclusive distributor for Continental
Fireplaces for the state of Wisconsin and the Upper

Peninsula and we are prepared to help you realize
more bang for the buck with your new home builder
customers. Continental Fireplaces are a division of
Napoleon Fireplaces, the foremost and most respected manufacturer of fireplaces in North America.
Continental Fireplaces share most of the world renowned features of Napoleon, but priced to meet the
American new construction market.

Continental Fireplaces are outfitted with Napoleon's
exclusive PHAZER log sets, E-Fire Bluetooth controls and quick change media so that consumers can
quickly and easily customize their fireplace. They
have traditional, modern linear and outdoor/patio
fireplaces perfect for any application. For decades,
the hearth product stores have had huge pricing advantages from the American manufacturers that put
up barriers to our entry into the space, but Monroe
Equipment has secured the North American leader in
fireplaces, at hearth store competitive prices, so that
you can attack the market at it’s source and realize
additional opportunities and profits. Please let us
help you grow your business grab your piece of the
American Dream.
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WHAT PROTECTION DO YOU USE?
Kenneth Jung

A

t some point we have all purchased a computer,
some fancy electronic device, maybe a huge totally
awesome widescreen with all of the audio accessories…
and then the sales person brings up “protection.” Yes,
maybe the extended warranty protection plan is thrown at
you, but more often than not, the first protection device
that is recommended is for “Surge Protection.” It is imperative that your computer and other high end electronic
equipment is protected from voltage spikes. Additionally,
what about “brown out” electrical conditions? This too
can cause detrimental harm and damage to your electronic equipment.
Despite the statistics (see attachment), surge protection is
one of the most overlooked safeguards when it comes to
protecting modern HVAC equipment in residential and
commercial applications.
Any HVAC system in a residential or commercial property powered by electricity from “the grid” is vulnerable
to fluctuations in power, voltages - both up and down.
Additionally, severe weather, lightening, static electricity
and switching of grid power by the local utility can all
create a potential surge or brownout condition. This is
exactly why all HVAC equipment should have surge protection devices installed.

Consider that many of the higher efficiency pieces of
HVAC equipment installed today have a great deal of
electronic components; ECM motors and circuit boards in
just about every furnace and don’t forget mini-split A/C
units or higher efficiency condensing units. Every one of
these pieces of equipment have one or more Printed Circuit Boards (PCB). Inverter driven compressors and the
microprocessor circuitry is incorporated into the main
circuit boards.
Essentially, a computer is installed in every one of these
high end pieces of equipment, but yet we do not suggest
or offer a “protection device” to protect this customer’s
investment. Why not set yourself apart from the competition – offer or include a surge protection device for every
A/C, heat pump, mini-split and high efficiency furnace
you sell and install.
The installation is easy and only takes about 10 minutes.
Cost effective with a great protection warranty!
Monroe Equipment, Inc. is currently stocking two models
of surge protection (see below).
The heat is here, protect your customer’s investment.

AG3000 HVAC SURGE PROTECTOR

CD1-024R COMPRESSOR DEFENDERTM

Protect and Maintain Heating Equipment

Protect Residential & Light Commercial Compressors

$66.42

 Protects voltage sensitive electronic commutated
motors (ECM) and electronic control boards
 10 Minute Installation
 Rugged, reliable, outdoor rated
 Extends equipment life
 Limited 3 Year Product Warranty
 Limited 3 Year/$7,500 Connected
Equipment Warranty

$86.66

 Surge, brownout and short cycle protection
with 120, 208 and 240 VAC loads
 10 Minute Installation
 Rugged, reliable, outdoor rated
 Status indicator for diagnostics
 Limited 3 Year Product Warranty
 Limited 3 Year/$7,500 Connected
Equipment Warranty
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VIESSMANN COMMERCIAL TRAINING TRIP
Joseph Scala

M

onroe Equipment hosted a varied group of mechanical contractors, dealers, construction professionals and engineers for a Commercial Training trip to Viessmann’s U.S. operation in Providence, Rhode Island April 23-25,
2017. This trip provided these professionals the opportunity to learn about the extensive line of Viessmann commercial
boilers, for a wide range of applications.
Viessmann is one of the world’s largest manufacturers of boilers, celebrating its 100th year in business! Featuring superior customer support and quality products, we are very proud to offer this world-class product line. The company has vast
resources and experience, with 24 manufacturing facilities in 75 countries and 10,000 employees world-wide.
Participants were given a tour of the operation and the opportunity to view and work on actual working Viessmann boilers in their state-of-the-art lab. Trainer Steve Dognazzi led two days of classroom study, covering all aspects of condensing boilers.
Some of the key points touched on:
*Viessmann ONLY uses SA240-316Ti stainless steel in the heat exchanger for its condensing boilers, offering superior
corrosion-resistance and long life.
*Viessmann Boilers are engineered for easy service and maintenance, components are accessible and cleaning is easy.
*Viessmann Controls are intuitive and very easy-to-use, backed by the company’s industry-leading tech support and successful Academy, which trains thousands of partners per year.
We remain committed to superior training at our Training Centers in Menomonee Falls and our Oshkosh Branch. Please
let us know of any training courses you are interested in for future training trips and scheduled local training.

Top and right:

Steve Dognazzi of Viessmann leads training on commercial boilers.
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GETTING TO KNOW YOU
Barb Beckett

S

he’s back! You might remember Allyse from a few
years ago when she worked in Engineering, mostly
handling residential RES-checks and heat loss calculations. Now she is back and in charge of coordinating and
completing all state approved drawings at Monroe.
Allyse originally wanted to go into graphic design, but
while in high school, she took a summer class at MSOE
and found she loved the discipline of architectural engineering. After high school, she attended college at Milwaukee School of Engineering (MSOE) and graduated
with a BS in Architectural Engineering specializing in
Building Environmental Systems (heating, ventilating, air
conditioning, fire protection, and plumbing). Allyse feels
this job is the best of both worlds as she has the opportunity to use her HVAC knowledge on a daily basis and
can utilize her knowledge of plumbing systems on any
hydronic job.
Last year Allyse and her husband Steve adopted two cats
from the Washington County Humane Society. Their
names are Peanut (nicknamed Pudge) and Pumpkin
(nicknamed Squeak.) In her spare time, she enjoys building terrariums, raising 4 species of poison dart frogs, baking, gardening, biking and going to the Milwaukee County Zoo on any free weekend.
Allyse has always loved animals and would love to take
an African Safari trip to see giraffes in the wild. She
would love to spend a couple of nights at the Giraffe
Manor in Nairobi, Kenya—famous for the ability to eat
breakfast with the giraffes. Steve and Allyse are working
on stopping at a zoo in every state, having visited about

Allyse Panaro

20ish zoos so far. They have knocked off what she
considers being one of the hardest ones (Hawaii) and
her favorite one (San Diego Zoo.)

Upcoming Events
JULY 1 & 4 - Menomonee Falls & Oshkosh
Closed for Independence Day
AUGUST 31 - CABELA’S PRESEASON Event
Details coming soon!
SEPTEMBER 2 & 4 - Menomonee Falls & Oshkosh
Closed for Labor Day
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